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The Grid is Growing More Complex
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Rapid Technology Changes
Pressure on Time to Execute

Insufficient Resources and Expertise

Extensible Business Processes
“Do more with less”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insufficient Resources, Expertise or Time to Execute	Managing the complex needs of projects ramping up and down…Accelerated timelines to meet customer needs and regulatory filings…As our workforce matures…reference statistic.Rapid Technology ChangesAs technologies are rapidly changing, being piloted and implemented requiring new and different competencies to support changing technologies that are Everything from the expansion of data platforms (data bases etc.)?Inconsistent? System Performance or Availability	Access to the data you need when you need it.You’ve made large investments – are you getting the most out of them. Unrefined ?Evolving? Business Processes Structured for GrowthWith new technologies and new operational and customer challenges come necessary changes to our business process. As our business evolve faster in the next 10 years that they did in the past 100, utilities need to be building business process that can both meet the needs of today as well as those of tomorrow. 	Limited Budget or Lack of FundingBusiness model changes and decrease load growth are putting pressure on our budgets, requiring us all to “do more with less”	Regulatory Compliance or Mandate ConcernsClean Power Plan – RenewablesGreater transparency of customer info – energy usage, momentary outagesFlexible payment Workforce Changes: In addition, over half of the workforce is of retirement age, and the talent pool they leave behind is not large enough or fully-trained to replace the decades of knowledge and experience they take with them. Almost 62% of utility employees have the potential to retire or leave over the next decade9% are “ready to retire now” based on current retirement assumptions By 2015, 36% of employees in positions that the industry deems as critical (skilled technicians and engineers, excluding nuclear) may retire or leave for other reasons and another 16% will exit by 2020 Source: 2011 CEWD (Center for Energy Workforce Development) Survey; http://www.cewd.org/index.phphttp://www.cewd.org/Documents/2013CEWDSurveyExecutiveSummary.pdf 
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Services Options to Fit Your Unique Needs
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Do it Yourself with 
services to best 
augment your team 
success

Let Landis+Gyr 
manage your 
complete AMI 
program

Get Landis+Gyr help
to efficiently jumpstart 
your program and 
transition your team

Choose a little.

Choose a lot.Helping customers make 
practical decisions about 
ownership and operation 
of smart grid technology.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let L+G help where you have gaps in resources expertise or budget. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Each utility is unique in the level of assistance they need from a third party vendor.  The level of support depends solely on the utility resources and initiatives within the utility which compete for those resources.Helping customers make practical decisions about ownership and operation of smart grid technologyDesign and buildOperationInfrastructure ownershipPerformance requirements
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Assess

Design

Implement

Manage

Optimize
Extending the value of

existing investments

Proven Services Methodology
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Flexible options for 
system operation

Technology Delivery and Knowledge Transfer

Solution Requirements 
and Scope Definition

Needs/Gaps Assessment 
and Recommendations
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Customers Leveraging Our Services Breadth Today
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Change management 
to ensure current 
plans align with 
future needs.

Data migration to 
ensure seamless 
transition to new 
systems.

Extending the 
value of existing 
AMI investments.

Design

Assess

Implement
Manage

Optimize

Assurances of network 
control for managing 
peak demand 
management

AMR  AMI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead of telling you about of plans for offerings, or show you a framework, here’s what we are actually doing…Illustrates best of L+G storiesNES – System Health CheckPPL – data migration, import value from legacy system into next gen model. Seamless transitionCLECO – efficient outsourcingAPS – Business consulting that combines our expertise, understanding the technology allows us to guide on implementation and what to do next. (change management engagement
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Partnering to Ensure an Extensible Business Process
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Landis+Gyr Services
 Business Process Analysis
 Change Management Guidance

Member Benefits
 Reliable plan for grid that addresses 

upcoming challenges such as 
distributed energy resources

“A grid that adapts to the dynamics of distributed 
energy helps utilities and consumers access these 
resources and reap the benefits.”
~DOE Electricity Advisory Committee AMR  AMI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
APS Business process evaluation to ensure alignment of business procedures and technology for today and future use cases. Landis+Gyr Business Services team engaged to identify gaps, needs and investment required.Developed a plan that ensures greatest immediate benefit and future extensibility of AMI investment.  In making a significant investment in AMI, APS wanted to ensure that their business process plan was both efficient for today’s needs but was also situated to extend to the future needs of the Grid, especially given progressive nature of Arizona. They wanted to be thoughtful and forward-looking and needed a partner that knew both the technology and utility business processes, who could help them best marry the two togetherAPS realized that Smart Metering is about more than just metering. It is about extending your AMI investment to incorporate other sensors and control, like smart inverters. And leveraging your metering and AMI platform to improve overall grid operations. (Case of “Do you want to implement the new one like the old one? Or take advantage of this new system to be more thoughtful about what your future needs are?)They leveraged Landis+Gyr’s Business Consulting team to help them with this change management effort. We quantified their gaps and needs, and impact of the investment required. Then helped them define the business procedures across their broader use cases to ensure they could get the most out of the AMI investment. And APS has been so pleased with the engagement that they have asked us to extend it twice already to address additional needs. 
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Bringing the Value of the Past Into the Future
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Landis+Gyr Services

 MDMS Data Migration 
 Transition-to-Operations Support

PPL Benefits
 Seamless transition for 

operational efficiency
 Maintain focus on critical

business systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PPL - Seamless Data Migration for PPLL+G leverages tools and experience for Data Migration Effort7 years of legacy data forward into new system Value for utility and customerEnable PPL to focus on critical business systemsSeamless transition for operational efficiency We are partnering with PPL in a Data Migration effort. They are leveraging our experience and data platform management tools, and we are ensuring they can put their full focus on the management of other critical business systems during a complex data system transition. As PPL upgrades their Meter Data Management systems, L+G is partnering with them to enable a transition from their legacy Meter Data Management system to their new one – helping them bring forward all the valuable data from the past into their new system (ie converting 7 years of data to go into our system.)  And not just that, but also helping them operate their new system in parallel. When they go live in April, it will be a seamless transition as the old system turns off and the new system goes live. -------------------Additional Details from John Galloway Slide --------------------------------Takeaway: Data migration from first to second generation AMIExisting PLC AMI and MDM solution 4 year replacement of 1.4 million electric metersMDMS go-live followed by AMI replacementMDMS application extension via accelerated developmentData Migration from existing MDMS prior to go-liveOver 7 years of customer historyMeter data, masterdata and relationshipsOver 40 integration points with existing systemsOngoing transition-to-operations supportMDMS implementation contract to go live in less than 12 months 
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Partnering to Ensure Optimal System Performance
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Landis+Gyr Services
 Cloud Services
 Support Team for Data Delivery

and Network Operations

CSU Benefits
 CSU can focus on its core business --

providing reliable and dependable 
electric, gas and water w/ excellent 
customer services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COLORADO SPRINGS UTIL.ChallengeAs CSU deployed AMR and now through the transition to Smart Grid they recognized the need for specialized skill sets for IT and field maintenance. With their aggressive  roadmap into renewables and energy management they were concerned that the investment in personnel and ramp-up time would impact their project goals and timelines. SolutionLandis+Gyr Cloud Services and Gridstream OperationsAMR/AMI Managed ServicesResultsCSU can focus resources on its core business- providing reliable and dependable electric, Gas and water utilities along with excellent customer service, while Landis+Gyr insures AMR/AMI meter operations are at peak performance.Quote – Not yet approved as of Feb 15, 2016“We have used the Landis+Gyr Managed services for over 10 years. As part of our Smart Grid strategy through our AMR operations and AMI migration we’ve been able to take advantage of Landis+Gyr services offerings to identify opportunities to optimize our infrastructure and business processes. It has helped reduce our overall costs by optimizing the use of shared and extensible infrastructure and right-sizing systems based on utilization trends. The Landis+Gyr team and our designated program manager continuously work with our teams  to ensure the availability, cost effectiveness and security of our infrastructure and our continuously updated applications running within the Landis+Gyr data center. This allows The CSU team to focus on taking care of our customers offering new solutions like load control within a short implementation cycle which translates into a great customer experience.”   Angie ThomaManager Field and Meter Systems, CSU
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Getting the Most from Your AMI Investment

“We had seen significant improvements 
with our system and as we make the 
changes that where suggested we feel 
confident in seeing even more. 
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Landis+Gyr Services
 System Health Check 
 Consulting Services

SWTEC Benefits
 Customized reports 
 Recommendations to ensure a 

reliable, future-ready smart grid 
system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Having the System Health Check that Landis+Gyr was able to provide really was a great success. Having the experts come to our office and walk in our shoes for a short time gave them the insight into our day to day operations. The team was able to see firsthand how we conducted business and was able to make suggestions for changes based on the severity of the problem. Before the expert team left we had seen significant improvements with our system and as we make the changes that where suggested we feel confident in seeing even more. Even after they left the Health Check team has still been involved in getting us the understanding we needed to move forward with more success. Could not be happier with the professional service that Landis+Gyr has always provided. Job well done!” Chuck Jones Technical Services SupervisorSouthwest Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc.
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Experience Service Provider for 20+ years

Credentials 
and Expertise

Quality of 
Service

PMP and ITIL
certifications

Established 
Offering

200 hosted 
customers

Dedicated
support team

Customers 
Agree

100% 
referenceable 
accounts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Landis+Gyr is not new to services, in fact we’ve been doing it for over 20 years. And now we are being pushed to offer more by our customers to offer more of these services because we know the technology and products better than anyone else. We have expertise, the experience, and the resources. And we know our customer’s business. And that domain knowledge is priceless when you are working on grid projects where it’s about making sure our critical infrastructure maintains stable, reliable and efficient operation. These projects are sophisticated: They require complex planning, business process integration, and change management. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Established Services OfferingOver 20 years of servicesContracts extending up to 2029Over 200+ Hosted Gridstream customers in our Network Operations Center (NOC)System availability over 99%Over 90% Customer satisfaction ratingOver 400 dedicated professionals in operationsOver 90 systems deployed by our resources in markets from the largest IOU’s to the smallest cooperative.We have proven integration with over 60 3rd party vendors.20+ utilities  operating  turnkey Services solution todayJEA, Colorado Springs Utility, Xcel, Ameren IL, Ameren St. Louis, KGS, KCPL, Water One, Moberly ,Water one, PSE , Laclede Gas, Austin Energy, Boone, Cuiver River, Fortis Alberta, Greystone, Victory, Central Lincoln, North Georgia, CoServMulti-Utility (Electric, Gas + Water) – 20M+ meters read daily Credentials + Expertise  allows us to provide high quality of servicePMP and ITIL certificationsOur professional service resources are certified on Oracle, Microsoft and Cisco and follow the stringent ITIL methodologies.Expert cloud servicesSSAE16 compliance  what is this? Partnership with an ISO-certified teamRepeatable delivery processesKnowledge of technology evolution: Looking at the future, seeing what’s “coming down the pipe” in terms of technology evolution, given our heavy investment in R&D. (Over 1,000 dedicated engineers, $150M annual R&D budget, 10% of annual revenue) Services Led Approach Our knowledge of new and evolving technology allows us to help utilities take advantage of new technologies at right timing for your business, whether that a requirement for acceleration or a step-wise approach over time. Our customer agreeSuccess backed by customer testimonials100% referenceable accounts 
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Key Takeaways
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 Expertise when and where 
you need it—so you can focus 
on the core business

 Robust service offerings to 
meet your evolving 
requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may have learned today that we do more than you thought we did. Sometimes we joke that services is “our best kept secret”. And as our customers have demanded more of our expertise, we are providing an expanded suite of services to meet our customers evolving needs. And we will continue to evolve our services as your needs change. Building competencies where you need them most. 



Assess.
Design.
Implement.
Manage.
Optimize. 

Get there with Gridstream® solutions 
from Landis+Gyr.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sample close: Thank you for your time today.  We would love to discuss how Landis+Gyr can help you develop your intelligent grid blueprint.  The Landis+Gyr team is here in our booth to help answer any questions you may have.
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Thank You
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